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CALENDAR

September 2006

SEE GREEN CALENDAR FOR 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

Monday, September 25th

Fall 2006 SEMINARS BEGIN

Thursday, September 28th
Deadline for receipt of checks for

October LIR Reception

PLEASE SEND IN YOUR PROPOSALS 

FOR SPRING SEMINARS FOR APPROVAL

BY THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE! 

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT
THE PROCESS, PLEASE CALL CALLIE 

AT THE OFFICE at 585-3756 

Save the dates...

October 2006

SEE GREEN CALENDAR FOR 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

Friday, October 6th
Reception, 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Hickory Ridge Country Club
Open to all members

$12 per person
RSVP by September 38th

Friday, October 13th
Reception for New Members

2:30-4:30 p.m.
Lathrop Community Meetinghouse,

Bridge Road, Northampton
RSVP by 1st October

Friday, October 27th
Fall Moderators’ Reception

Details will follow!
AND

Deadline for Spring Semester
Seminar Proposals

Contact Bobbie Reitt or Sheila Klem,
Curriculum Committee Co-Chairs

584-8779  or 548-7945
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Around The Jewish Table Cookbook

All copies of the cookbook Around the Jewish Table have been sold thanks to the people who

attended the Annual Meeting of LIR in June. It is possible to run a another batch if people are inter-

ested in purchasing  the Cookbook.  It makes a delightful gift for any occasion and the holidays will

come sooner than we think.

The cost is $6.00 a copy with the proceeds going to the LIR Membership Assistance Fund.  We need

to have orders for at least 25 copies to make this second run feasible.  Orders must be pre-paid.  If

you are interested, please call me at 253-3213 or email me at:  gank@music.umass.edu Make

your check payable to LIR with the note “Cookbook” on the bottom line.  Mail it to:  Serene Rubin,

164 Aubinwood Road, Amherst, MA 01002.

----Serene Rubin

ENCORE!! ENCORE!!

Bob Grant’s outstanding presentation on “Fibonacci and the Shaping of Trees,” originally presented

in the Trees seminar in the fall of 2005, will not only be one of this fall’s Encore Presentations

(November 10th, 10:00 a.m.–12 noon, West Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire

College) but will also be part of the fall program at the Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary on November 2nd

from 7:00–9:00 p.m. This gives you two opportunities not to miss this interesting talk accompanied

by Bob’s beautiful computer-generated illustrations. The LIR special program is free, and the charge

for the Arcadia program is $6 for members and $8 for nonmembers. Arcadia is part of Mass

Audubon and is located just off of Route 10 not far from downtown Northampton. 

---- Dottie Rosenthal

Jean and Harley Unger

I’m sorry to report that Jean Unger died in Cooley Dickinson Hospital this week. Harley is now liv-

ing at Loomis in South Hadley.
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Hartford Stage Productions
further information...

Here is some added information for those interested in attending Hartford Stage performances:

1. Each of the six plays at Hartford Stage runs for an entire month, so if you can’t make the dates
we’ve chosen (see below), you can just call Hartford Stage Box Office (860-527-5151) and
ask them to exchange your tickets for another date during each play’s run. When you receive

your tickets, you will also receive a list of the other dates of each run and driving directions.

2. The dates we chose to offer the tickets are all Sunday matinees, starting at 2:00 p.m., so 

you will always be coming home in daylight or perhaps dusk in February. (Tennessee Williams’

Summer & Smoke on Sept 24; Jean Paul Sartre’s No Exit on Nov 5; August Wilson’s Fences on

Feb 4; Luis Alfaro’s Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner on March 25; Doug Wright’s I Am My Own Wife on

May 6; and Larry McMurtry’s Terms of Endearment on June 17). (You may book other times.)

3. At this time, we are not planning to offer the use of a van (an added expense) and recommend

that you plan to carpool with other LIR members. Call Callie at the office (585-3756) for their names.

Driving is easy, as it takes just an hour and Hartford Stage is just off of route 91; even better, there

is a municipal parking garage right next door to the theater.  (We’ll send you exact driving direc-

tions and a map, when we send you your tickets.)

4. The reason we chose these dates is that these are the only performances of each run after which

there is an expert speaker (i.e. a fascinating man who knew Tennessee Williams personaly, and

speaks about background information to the plot of the play, etc.) and who will also answer

audience members’ questions).

5. There is still time to purchase season tickets for this outstanding 6-part theater series, but it is

too late to send the check to Callie. If you still want to purchase the series and sit with the LIR peo-

ple who have already bought the series, write your check for the discounted price of $192 ($32

per play) to Hartford Stage,  and mail it to Diana Sutcliffe, Subscriptions, Hartford Stage,  50 Church

Street, Hartford, CT, 06103. Be sure to add a note that you are with the Five College LIR group from

the Amherst/Northampton area, and mention Reference Series Number 26 when you order your

tickets.

----Marybeth Bridegam

Items Needed!

Please send contributions to the newsletter by email attachment to ckendall@email.smith.edu.

Your fellow members would like to hear about committee events, seminar trips, etc.! Thanks.

----Callie
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Overview of First Aid and More
facilitated by Doris Holden

Friday, November 17, 1:30-3:30 p.m., Cooley Dickinson Hospital, Room Dakin 2.

Would you like to review and update what you learned in Girl Scouts or Boy Scouts? How about

learning a do-it-yourself Heimlich Maneuver to relieve choking?  Do you know the warning signs

of a heart attack or a stroke? Then there is Safety at Home (burns and scalds, security), Safety

and Medications (who, when, and how to call for help), and Common Emergencies. Susan 

Gaughan, Emergency Services Coordinator at Cooley Dickinson Hospital, will show-and-tell and

answer questions.

If you have any questions about this Special Program, please ring Doris Holden at 253-5993.

----Doris Holden

Oversight...

The Editor regrets the omission of a photograph credit in the August issue: the picture of Callie and

Tom that accompanied the interview was taken by Jim Scott!

----Ed.

Special Programs Offers an Ingmar Bergman Film Series

Three movies will be shown in the first semester, on the 4th Thursday of each month, at the Amherst

College Campus Center’s Basement Theater. Showings are at 1:30 p.m. on September 28th,

October 30th, and November 30th.

On arrival at the theater, you will receive printed material regarding Ingmar Bergman as a writer and

director of films. 

Smiles of a Summer Night September 28th 1:30 p.m.

Wild Strawberries October 10th 1:30 p.m.

The Seventh Seal November 30th 1:30 p.m.

For those who wish to participate, a brief discussion will follow each film.

If you have any questions about the film series, please ring Shlomit Cheyette on 586-1374.

-- Shlomit Cheyette
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5CLIR POLICY STATEMENT

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT NON-5CLIR EVENTS 
AT 5CLIR-SPONSORED EVENTS

INTENT: To establish a policy with regard to dissemination of information at 5CLIR events about

events or activities sponsored by other political, social, or educational organizations that is consis-

tent with the Mission Statement of 5CLIR in regard to providing a "welcoming atmosphere to all."

POLICY STATEMENT:

(1) The circulation of petitions or written materials, requests for people to take some political or

social action, and statements advocating a particular action or cause are discouraged at all 5CLIR

events.

(2) As 5CLIR is part of the Five College community, this policy does not include announcements

of any events sponsored by one of the five

colleges: Amherst College, Smith College, Mount Holyoke College, Hampshire College, or U. of

Massachusetts-Amherst.

(3) When making announcements promoting events that are associated with 5CLIR or any of the

five colleges, members of 5CLIR are requested to consider the relevance of such announcements

to the event in progress and to make announcements in a way that does not impinge on the sched-

ule of the event in progress.

(4) Members who wish to make announcements at 5CLIR events about events that fall within this

policy are expected to ask the person(s) in charge of the 5CLIR event in progress for permission

to make the announcement prior to the beginning of the 5CLIR event.

(5) Leaders of 5CLIR events, including moderators, discussion leaders, etc., are expected to

exercise judgment about the appropriateness of all such requests and to monitor the amount of

time devoted to such announcements.

(This policy was approved by the Council and added to the Moderators Manual in July 2006.)
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Encore Presentations II

Several years ago – in honor of 5CLIR’s tenth anniversary – 5CLIR presented a series of “Encore

Presentations” – presentations from earlier seminars that were well-received and considered of suf-

ficient interest to present them again.  It has long been a thought that there might be value in estab-

lishing this as an on-going series.  Now the Special Programs committee offers, as an experiment,

two programs of “encores” (both programs will be given from 10:00–12:00 in the West Lecture

Theater of Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College). A complete description of each Encore is

in the information pack you received at the Meet the Moderators Reception in May (or that you

received in the mail if you did not attend the event).

Friday, October 6

(1) Dottie Rosenthal will present Psalm 137 and Its Legacy from the seminar “The Psalms,” moder-

ated by her and Bob Grant. Dottie will examine examples of how the words and feelings of this

Psalm have been echoed in works of art, literature, and music over the 2,000 years since it was

written.

(2) Chuck Gillies will present  The Americans Come to France and John dos Passos’ Three Soldiers

from the seminar “The Literature of World War I,” moderated by Bobbie Reitt. Chuck will tie togeth-

er a search for his father’s experiences in WWI, the historic experience of Americans in the War and

dos Passos’ book in a “self-contained” PowerPoint presentation.

Friday, November 10 

(1) Bob Grant will present Fibonacci and the Shaping of Trees from the seminar “Trees,” moderat-

ed by Dottie Rosenthal and Ann Lombard.  Fibonacci sequences, as in the Golden Ratio, the

Golden Section, the Golden Angle, and the Fibonacci Spiral, are clearly evident in the shaping of

tree growth. 

(2) Charlie Klem will offer Amherst Town Hall from the seminar “Massachusetts Buildings,” moder-

ated by John Martin. The emphasis is on the building which has been the Town of Amherst’s prin-

cipal municipal building from 1888 to the present day: circumstances leading up to construction,

selection of the architect, style of the building, occupancy, renovations during the 90s, and its pres-

ent day utilization.

...a note from the Office, a.k.a. Callie Kendall:

The October issue of The Reporter will be a full Newsletter, so do let me know any tit-bits that

you would like to see here. ----Callie Kendall


